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Fairest

The Storm

Marissa Meyer

Virginia Bergin

Mirror, mirror on the wall, Who is the fairest of them all?
Fans of the Lunar Chronicles know Queen Levana as a
ruler who uses her "glamour" to gain power. But long before
she crossed paths with Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress, Levana
lived a very different story - a story that has never been
told . . . until now. Marissa Meyer spins yet another
unforgettable tale about love and war, deceit and death.
This extraordinary book includes full-color art and an
excerpt from Winter, the next book in the Lunar
Chronicles series.

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250069665

$16.99

Bloodstone

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447266105
Garth Jennings

Life has changed dramatically for India Bentley since
discovering Ironheart a year ago. Instead of scraping out a
living in London, she's been travelling the world, learning to
tech-hunt and doing her best to stay out of trouble.
Unfortunately, trouble has a habit of finding her. Falsely
accused of an assassination attempt, India is on the run
with her mentor, Verity Brown, and scientist Professor
Moon: a man obsessed with finding an ancient artefact
known as the Bloodstone, the key to a source of unlimited
energy, which he believes can be found in the lost city of
Atlantis. Pursued by the ghosts of her past, India must be
prepared to risk everything to save her friends . . . and the
world.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$19.99

When Nelson's beloved big sister goes missing on a
school trip, Nelson is devastated - he's not that good at
making friends and his sister is the only person he can
talk to. His parents join the search party and leave
Nelson in the care of his mad uncle Pogo. Uncle Pogo is
the caretaker of St Paul's Cathedral and it is here that
Nelson stumbles across a machine, invented by
Christopher Wren and buried for hundreds of years.
Designed to extract the 7 deadly sins, the machine had a
fault - once extracted, the sins became living, breathing
monsters who would then follow the sinner around for
eternity (unless they ate him first, in the case of the
particularly sinful). Nelson accidentally extracts 7 deadly
monsters from his own little soul. Ugly, cantankerous,
smelly and often the cause of much embarrassment,
Nelson's monsters are the last thing he needed in his life,
but at least they're fairly harmless (he's a pretty good kid,
on the whole).

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447251712

All For Stilton, Stilton For All!: Geronimo Stilton 15

Brilliant

Geronimo Stilton

Roddy Doyle

All for one and one for cheese! Geronimo, Trap, Pandora,
Benjamin and Patti return to the era of Louis XIII on the trail
of the Pirate Cats. At Fontainebleu Castle they enroll in
Richelieu's army of mousketeers and are commanded by
the cardinal to oppose two brigands in the area. The mice
discover that the brigands are no other than Cattardone and
Tersilla who have replaced Louis XIII with Bonzo! Our
heroes must find the real Louis XIII and and put him back
on the throne.

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629911496

$14.99

The Deadly Seven

Allan Boroughs

9781447236009

Three months after the killer rain first fell, Ruby is
beginning to realize her father might be dead . . . and that
she cannot survive alone. When a chance encounter
lands her back in the army camp, Ruby thinks she is safe
- at a price. Being forced to live with Darius Spratt is bad
enough, but if Ruby wants to stay she must keep her
eyes - and her mouth - shut. It's not going to happen.
When she realizes what is going on - the army is trying to
find a cure by experimenting on human subjects - Ruby
flips out . . . and makes an even more shocking
discovery: she's not useless at all. The Storm begins . . .

$14.99

$16.99

When Uncle Ben's Dublin business fails, it's clear to
Gloria and Raymond that something is wrong. He just
isn't his usual cheerful self. So when the children
overhear their granny saying that the Black Dog has
settled on Ben's back and he won't be OK until it's gone,
they decide they're going to get rid of it. Gathering all
their courage the children set out on a midnight quest to
hunt down the Black Dog and chase it away. But they
aren't the only kids on the mission. Loads of other
children are searching for it too, because the Black Dog
is hounding lots of Dublin's adults. Together - and with
the help of magical animals, birds and rodents - the
children manage to corner the Black Dog . . . but will they
have the courage and cleverness to destroy the
frightening creature?

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447248774

$16.99

Gruffalo Explorers: The Gruffalo Spring Nature Trail

All Mine!

Julia Donaldson

Zehra Hicks

Calling all nature explorers to go outside with the Gruffalo!
Don't forget to take this springtime sticker activity book
with you and keep your eyes peeled. Learn all about
nature with this colourful spotters' guide, packed with fun,
spring-themed outdoor activities and hundreds of stickers a brilliant book for all the family. This handily sized activity
book is suitable for even the youngest nature lovers and
Gruffalo fans, and is full of great activities that are based
around seeing and engaging with nature and the outside
world. It's about stopping, seeing, listening and collecting
in a way that's accessible and fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781447282518

$9.99

All Mine!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

$14.99

The Best Birthday Present Ever!
Ben Mantle

$24.99

It's Bear's birthday and Squirrel wants to give his friend the
best birthday present ever. But what do you give the bear
who has everything, including the Mallow O'Matic 5000
Marshmallow Canon and the Amazing Pop-Up Castle Tent
Which-Looks-Like-A-House-With Two-Floors? Squirrel has
just the answer! A stick. Except it's so much more than a
stick . . . A funny, warming story of friendship and birthday
fun. Would make a perfect gift for anyone - not just bears!

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781447266891

$24.99

Gezani and the Tricky Baboon
Valanga Khoza

It's Bear's birthday and Squirrel wants to give his friend the
best birthday present ever. But what do you give the bear
who has everything, including the Mallow O'Matic 5000
Marshmallow Canon and the Amazing Pop-Up Castle Tent
Which-Looks-Like-A-House-With Two-Floors? Squirrel has
just the answer! A stick. Except it's so much more than a
stick . . . A funny, warming story of friendship and birthday
fun. Would make a perfect gift for anyone - not just bears!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

$14.99

The Monster Who Ate Australia
Michael Salmon

South African musician and story-teller, Valanga Khoza,
tells a cautionary tale of boys, baboons and bananas.
Bananas, bananas, bananas on my head! Gezani sets off
to deliver a bunch of bananas to his cousins on the hill.
But along the way he meets Tricky Baboon who is feeling
very hungry. Baboon tricks Gezani into leaving him the
bananas. It is up to Gezani to teach Tricky Baboon a
lesson!

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Picture Books

9781925000757

$14.95

Found You!
Mardi Davies

Meet Burra the boggabri. Sensitive and shy, he lives in a
secret cave at the back of Uluru. Noisy tourists disturb his
peaceful life, driving him out onto the road in search of a
new home. During his travels around the countryside,
Burra meets - and eats! - many famous Australian icons,
creating havoc wherever he goes. The Monster Who Ate
Australia has been entertaining young Australian readers,
helping teachers with their geography classes and aiding
school projects for three decades, and has recently
inspired a musical. Now it's back, bigger and bolder than
ever!

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Picture Books

9781925000559

9781447279617
Ben Mantle

Poor Mouse. He's just about to tuck into a sandwich, when
who should swoop in but Seagull - and gobbles it up.
Mouse's crisps aren't safe either . . . what a greedy and illmannered bird he is! But Mouse has a fiendish trick up his
sleeve, which just might cure Seagull of his thieving ways .
. . With striking artwork and hilarious slapstick humour, this
delicious comic caper will delight children and parents
alike.

9781447266907

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Storybooks

The Best Birthday Present Ever!

Zehra Hicks

9781447279624

Poor Mouse. He's just about to tuck into a sandwich, when
who should swoop in but Seagull - and gobbles it up.
Mouse's crisps aren't safe either . . . what a greedy and illmannered bird he is! But Mouse has a fiendish trick up his
sleeve, which just might cure Seagull of his thieving ways .
. . With striking artwork and hilarious slapstick humour, this
delicious comic caper will delight children and parents
alike.

$12.95

A delightful book about friendship and self-discovery.
Florence Moon discovers perseverance and creative
thinking help her overcome unforeseen challenges while
attempting hide and seek with her dog Trevor.

Ford Street Publishing • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781925000672

$14.95

David, Jack and the Rescue of Grace
Heather Miller

Nancy Tillman

David and his pet mouse, Jack, were visiting Granny and
Grandpa when heavy rains flooded the farm. As the water
subsides Grace, the cow, is left stuck in a tall tree. Would
the animals rescue her? And how would they do it? After
initial opposition to helping Grace they realize that it is
natural to look after one another. David and Jack lead the
animals in the construction of the biggest, fastest and
most beautiful slide in the whole world. Everyone has a
part to play from the ducklings to Polly pig. Their amazing
creation is not revealed until the very end. Grace is full of
gratitude as she lands in the wool lined giant nest at the
bottom of the slide. Even Richie, the selfish rat, learns that
everyone has something to give when he plays a pivotal
role in setting Grace free.

Brolga • HB • Picture Storybooks

9781922175687

$26.99

Early Bird

St Martin's Press • Picture Books

$14.99

I See Kitty

9781250033642

$14.99

A little owl has trouble falling asleep - until he gets some
help from Mommy. Night Owl likes to stay up late. But
even night owls have to go to sleep. With language that
emphasizes sound words and listening skills, this is a
reassuring bedtime story for the little night owls
everywhere.

St Martin's Press • HB • Picture Books

9781250054579

$22.99

Wriggle and Roar

Yasmine Surovec

Julia Donaldson

Now in board book! This adorable Kitty picture book is just
the right size for the very youngest cat lovers. Chloe loves
kitties. She wants a cat so much that she sees Kitty
everywhere she goes: at the bus stop, in her backyard, in
the starry night sky, even in her dreams. A loveable and
curious toddler, Chloe's experience encourages readers to
find Kitty in the world around them. In the tradition of iconic
preschool books like Where's Spot?, I See Kitty uses
bright, bold artwork to appeal to very young readers and
charm them for generations to come.

St Martin's Press • Picture Books

$14.99

Shuffle and Squelch

Are you tired of being you? Here's a whole bookful of
things you can do! There are rhymes to make you wriggle
and giggle, shrug and sigh, snap like a crocodile and
slither like a snake. Julia Donaldson's verse jumps off the
page and Nick Sharratt's snazzy illustrations add to the
fun. Bright, bold and accessible, these rhymes are packed
full of noises and actions, making them perfect for joining
in.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447276654

$14.99

Early Starters: 123

Julia Donaldson

Rod Campbell

Bright, bold and accessible, this collection of poems is
packed full of noises and actions - perfect for joining in.
There are counting rhymes and animal rhymes, rhymes to
make you shuffle and squelch and clatter and patter, and
rhymes to make you gallop like a horse or slide down the
banister. Julia Donaldson's verse jumps off the page and
Nick Sharratt's snazzy illustrations add to the fun.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447276814

St Martin's Press • Picture Books

Toni Yuly

A bird looks for her breakfast in this book perfect for goodmorning reading time, or any reading time! Now available
in board book format. Early Bird wakes up before the sun.
She is hungry. What will she have for breakfast? With
language that emphasizes action words, this is a fun story
for morning, nighttime, any time.

9781626720930

Our favorite mischievous cat Tumford is now available in
board book! Love means having to say you're sorry. . . .
Tumford isn't really a terrible cat. He just has a way of
finding mischief-tracking dirt into the house, knocking over
breakable things, and disrupting fancy parties. But even
though he feels bad, he has a hard time saying, "I'm
sorry." Will the fact that his owners love him, no matter
what, help Tummy say the magic words?

Night Owl

Toni Yuly

9781250057068

Tumford The Terrible

$14.99

Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a
trusted name in early learning for over 30 years and
Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his 'first
concepts' series for toddlers. Every book in the series
supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage
participation and fun. 123 is a first numbers book that
introduces your child to counting from one to ten. There
are chunky, tabbed pages to turn as they count with the
help of a gently rhyming story and a collection of farm
animals.

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning: Numbers & Counting

9781447282532

$14.99

Early Starters: ABC

Flip and Find Builders

Rod Campbell

Samantha Meredith

Rod Campbell, the creator of Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early learning for over
30 years and Macmillan is proud to publish Early Starters, his 'first concepts' series for
toddlers. Every book in the series supports the learning and discovery of a key theme and
uses carefully selected novelty elements to encourage participation and fun. ABC is a first
alphabet book that introduces your child to letters and sounds. There are chunky, tabbed
pages to turn as they learn about the alphabet with the help of a gently rhyming story and a
collection of farm and zoo animals.

Flip the flap to discover what the builders are doing in this look-and-find book for inquisitive
toddlers. Each spread is packed with detail all about building sites and there's lots of things
for little ones to find beneath the big study flaps. With wonderful, bright illustrations and
funny rhyming text, there's heaps to explore and a cat to spot throughout too!

Macmillan Children's Books • Early Learning: ABC Books / Alphabet Books

9781 44728252 5

$14.99

Flip and Find Farmers
Samantha Meredith
Flip the flap to discover who's making all the noise down on the farm in this look-and-find
book for inquisitive toddlers. Each spread is packed with detail about life on the farm and
there's lots of things for little ones to find beneath the big sturdy flaps. With wonderful,
bright illustrations and funny, rhyming text, there's heaps to explore and a mouse to spot
throughout too!

Campbell Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781 44727715 6

$12.99

Campbell Books • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

978 14472771 49

The Pain and the Great One: On Wheels
Judy Blume
Jake ('The Pain') and Abigail ('The Great One') may be brother and sister, but they don't
always see eye to eye. Abigail thinks that Jake is a massive pain while Jake thinks that
Abigail thinks she is sooo great. Whether they are riding bikes, getting their hair cut or
throwing parties, there's always something for them to argue about. But despite these little
disagreements, this pair are always there for each other, sharing in the fun! In fourteen
hilarious and heart-warming young-fiction stories Judy Blume perfectly captures what it's
like to grow up with a brother or a sister.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472392 60

Jake ('The Pain') and Abigail ('The Great One') may be brother and sister, but they don't
always see eye to eye. Abigail thinks that Jake is a massive pain while Jake thinks that
Abigail thinks she is sooo great. Whether they are going on holiday, visiting family or
enjoying a snow day, there's always something to argue about. But despite these little
disagreements, this pair are always there for each other, sharing in the fun! In thirteen
hilarious and heart-warming young-fiction stories Judy Blume perfectly captures what it's
like to grow up with a brother or a sister.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44723927 7

$14.99

Zoo*

My First Peekaboo
Who's that hiding underneath the flap? Lift it up to see who's waiting to say peekaboo!
These first animal books for babies and toddlers have ten big flaps to lift, each die cut with
a hole which peeps through to an animal pattern so that children can guess which animal
the pattern belongs to, then lift the flap to see if they are right. Fun, interactive books to
help children discover zoo animals, and develop their matching skills.

Priddy Books • HB • Baby Books

9781 78341088 0

$9.99

Around the Home *
Seek and Find

The pages have repeated photographs of things that children will recognise from around
their home - but one picture is different to the rest! Rhymes offer clues and act as a prompt
for children to discover which picture is the odd one out. Classic Priddy photographic early
learning board books which help to develop matching and observational skills.

Priddy Books • HB • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

9781 78341085 9

$9.99

$14.99

Moo *

The Pain and the Great One: Go Places
Judy Blume

$12.99

My First Peekaboo
Who's that hiding underneath the flap? Lift it up to see who's waiting to say peekaboo!
These first animal books for babies and toddlers have ten big flaps to lift, each die cut with
a hole which peeps through to an animal pattern so that children can guess which animal
the pattern belongs to, then lift the flap to see if they are right. Fun, interactive books to
help children discover first farm animals, and develop their matching skills.

Priddy Books • HB • Baby Books

978 17834108 73

$9.99

At the Park *

Seek and Find

The pages have repeated photographs of things that children will recognise from trips to
the park - but one picture is different to the rest! Rhymes offer clues and act as a prompt
for children to discover which picture is the odd one out. Classic Priddy photographic early
learning board books which help to develop matching and observational skills.

Priddy Books • HB • Early Learning / Early Learning Concepts

978 17834108 66

$9.99

